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About This Game

● 90 levels on 3 different zones
● collecting various jewelry

● rescue his friends
● addressing various puzzles

● 4 bonuses, giving additional opportunities Danko
● beautiful graphics and nice music
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Feel like most of the negative reviews no longer hold up today as the dev has updated the game so that it is now playable with
great amount of depth, active and willing to listen to feedback thisi s what we need on stream.. Sumo Revise is a game that I
recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- have action
- have trading cards
- is indie & casual

Enjoy!. I bought this pioneer too and I did not receive any item or extension of the 30 days of platinum I had, I contacted the
support most did not solve. Spoiled my fun.
R:After the attention of the company I got the bonus. And the game is very good! Congratulations for the game. Wonderful
sequel to Beat Hazard. Active creator, listens to community. Supports open mic (spotify, youtube, pandora, etc.)

9.5/10. Absolutely love this game! Although I'm not a fan of late-crest BR trains and their simulators, I've quickly grown quite
fond of this one. The game gives tutorial support for inexperienced players and gives more freedom to those more able. I'm not
particularly disapointed by the lack of loco variety as I feel the overall gameplay and range of scenarios available suffice.

I would recommend this game to anyone even slightly interested in trains and simulators. 9/10 rating from me!. Many spoiled
kids complaining about graphics, gameplay, etc. For a 41 year-old geek like me, whose first videogame experience was Pong...
this game is my childhood dream come true. Maybe it's not the fanciest game I've ever played, but this time I really felt I was in
the holodeck.
Of course, as with any new technology, there are many challenges and limitations... but we have to consider that only a few
years ago affordable VR was a chimera.
I salute developers willing to work with these constraints, trying to turn their vision into reality despite the difficulties, and
setting the path for others to profit when things become easier.

. A nice but short abstract game. You need to put the cake at the salmon's table. In order to do this you must do few things here
and there. I think that this game is mostly about imagination and making something up for yourself as there is no real story in
this game. Just a few random images and ideas.

Pros:
- dream logic
- fun to play

Cons:
- no real plot
- ending is sad and pointless without any plot
- really short - takes about 20 minutes to finish

It's worth playing but beware as this game is really short and as with most adventure game once you beat it there is no replay
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value as long as there is not any quest randomizer or new stuff added to it.

----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/
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One of the best VR games I've seen so far.. its like csgo, but with less russians. Good game! xD. this is the worst game i have
ever played and hope no one plays it and sees how much of a waste of money it is.. Definetly one of the most remarkable
strategy games, even nowadays it is one and only. Single player alone is quite easy and short, but thanks to some missions mods
game gains a lot more content. Multiplayer is a great coop joy. Definetly worth picking it for such a price. Still waiting for a
proper sequel.. This game was kinda meh to me, but it had some redeeming factors.

Pros :
- The price of admission is cheap
- The game has some pretty unique mechanics
- It has a sombre and eerie atmosphere, if you're into that kind of thing
- A few scary moments
- You play as a little robot helping a diver survive, which is cute
- Lack of weaponery creates a sense of vulnerability when faced with enemies

Cons :
- Takes a while to understand what things are and how things work (no tutorial)
- Confusing, unhelpful U.I (User Interface).
- The game is one big escort mission. Your guy can easily get stuck/killed which is frustrating.
- No checkpoints. Especially frustrating when the level is long and tedious and you die to something stupid.
- Essentially boring. The game has a very slow pace and lacks excitement of any kind.
- Suffers from Missing Key Syndrome (MKS). Progress can be blocked because you couldn't make out a black item next to a
black wall and black background...
- Hacking system does not have a mini-game. You simply wait and you have a % success rate. Kinda lame.

So basically, get this game if is on sale for super-cheap for and interesting experience.. Early days.
I was not impressed by Doorways 1,2 and 3 but since I got them cheap on sale I tried my best to work through them.
Lets see where this new attempt goes.
I tried nearly an hour and once the jump scares began repeating themselves I began to lose interest. I think that because the
environment (the hellish landscape) is so over the top it kind of renders the jumpscares weak.

Still it's early days lets see if the designers can come up with answers. I still hold out hope ....I paid for it didn't I. Come on guys
don't let me down.. Very good game. You need to get if you like the pew pew games.. Headcrab Clicker 2015
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